Blues Guitar Licks
As recognized, adventure as well as experience about lesson, amusement, as with ease as union can
be gotten by just checking out a book Blues Guitar Licks also it is not directly done, you could
recognize even more approximately this life, not far off from the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as capably as easy mannerism to get those all. We have
enough money Blues Guitar Licks and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research
in any way. in the middle of them is this Blues Guitar Licks that can be your partner.

The B. B. King - B. B. (CRT) King 1990-01-01
20 songs from this blues guitar great. Includes:
Ask Me No Questions * Gambler's Blues * Lucille
* Rock Me Baby * So Excited * Sweet Little
Angel * The Thrill Is Gone * and more.
Brave New Blues Guitar - Greg Koch 2018-05-01
(Guitar Educational). A kaleidoscopic
reinterpretation of 16 blues rock titans is the
hallmark of this Greg Koch book with over three
blues-guitar-licks

hours of online video lessons. It breaks down the
styles, techniques, and licks of guitarists
including Albert Collins, B.B. King, Duane
Allman, Eric Clapton, Jimi Hendrix, Stevie Ray
Vaughan, Johnny Winter and many more. The
book includes note-for-note transcriptions of all
the samples and solos in the videos. In addition,
Greg has created "mash-ups" of multiple players,
infused with his own unique guitar stylings, to
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create a brave new blues for the masses.
Guitar Lesson World: The Book Blues Lick Factory - Jesse Gress 2007-05-01
Guitarskole.
Guitar Lick Factory - Jesse Gress 2003-03-01
GUITAR LICK FACTORY - BUILDING GREAT
BLUES ROCK & JAZZ LINES
Blues Guitar Licks Chart - Corey Christiansen
2005-03-01
This chart provides a number of common blues
licks. Licks are the ideas in a solo that most
listeners find to be catchy to the ear. In some
cases the licks may be repeated over and over
again in a solo. For ease of reading, each of the
licks in this chart are written to be played over a
standard 12-bar blues progression in the key of
A. Most of these ideas are conceived out of the A
minor pentatonic scale or the A blues scale.
There are a few exceptions however. Have fun
with these classic licks.
Mel Bays Complete Book of Blues Guitar Licks &
blues-guitar-licks

Phrases - Austin Sicard 1992
THIS COMPREHENSIVE TEXT WILL TEACH
422 ALL TIME CLASSICS BLUES LICKS AND
PHRASES IN THE KEYS OF E, F, F#/Gb, G, Ab,
A, AND MORE!
Blues You Can Use (Music Instruction) John Ganapes 1995-10-01
(Guitar Educational). A comprehensive source
designed to help guitarists develop both lead
and rhythm playing. Covers: Texas, Delta, R&B,
early rock and roll, gospel, blues/rock and more.
Includes 21 complete solos; chord progressions
and riffs; turnarounds; moveable scales and
more. The audio features leads and full band
backing.
Lead Guitar Licks - Joshua Ray 2015-08-01
(Guitar Educational). The exceptionally talented
Joshua Ray, lead guitarist for Shania Twain,
brings you this exclusive instructional book and
video pack, featuring his full video lessons with
demonstrations and discussion of every lick and
concept. Joshua's rock, blues and country lick
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lessons take you deep into the anatomy of each
idea through examination of their applications,
variations, scale sources, possibilities, and
beyond. The accompanying book includes easy
to-use rhythm tab notation for every lick and
scale in the video. The video is accessed online
for download or streaming using the unique
code found inside each book. Great for the
beginning to advanced guitarist!
Blues Guitar Lessons - Solos LearnToPlayMusic.com 2014-05-21
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy
blues guitar lessons. ***Comes with online
access to free audio demonstrating all examples.
Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then
play along with the backing band.*** "Want to
learn from the best? Get this book [...] If you
want a neat, concise, thorough introduction to
playing the Blues then you want this book. No
arguments [...] So, buy this book and get
Rockin'! Highly recommended!" - McRonson,
Scotland [Amazon UK] Progressive Blues Guitar
blues-guitar-licks

Solos contains all you need to know to start
learning to be a great blues guitar player - in
one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson blues guitar
tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types of
guitars including acoustic guitar and electric
guitar. Basic knowledge of how to read music
and playing the guitar is required to teach
yourself to learn to play guitar from this book.
Teach yourself: • How to play electric guitar
solos and how to play acoustic guitar solos •
How to play guitar scales including minor scales,
pentatonic scales, blues scales and major scales
in various patterns and how to harmonize across
the entire fretboard • How to play blues guitar
notes and blues guitar scales and licks used in
blues lead guitar solos • All the fundamental
techniques of blues guitar playing including
hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides, bends, release
bends, slight bends, vibrato, muting, rakes, trills,
tremolo and trail offs • Guitar theory for
learning how to read guitar music and how to
read guitar tabs for beginners • Blues guitar tips
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and guitar tricks that every player should know
when learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to
learn guitar fast by getting the most from guitar
practice sessions Contains everything you need
to know to learn to play the guitar today.
Features include: • Progressive step-by-step
easy beginners guitar lessons written by a
professional blues guitar teacher • Full color
photos and diagrams • Easy-to-read blues guitar
music and easy blues guitar tabs with chords for
accompaniment • Guitar scale diagrams for all
important blues guitar scales • 49 blues guitar
exercises in a variety of styles such as shuffles,
traditional slow blues and jazz style blues, along
with R&B and funk grooves, written in the styles
of blues legends like B.B. King, Albert King,
Freddie King, Albert Collins, Buddy Guy, Otis
Rush, Peter Green and Stevie Ray Vaughan
Guitar lessons have never been this easy for
anyone who wants to learn how to play the
guitar, fast. LearnToPlayMusic.com's blues
guitar lessons are used by students and guitar
blues-guitar-licks

teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar.
For over 30 years, our team of professional
authors, composers and musicians have crafted
guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest.
We offer a huge selection of music instruction
books that cover many different instruments and
styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded
the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the
standard for quality music education resources.
Guitar Lick Factory - Jesse Gress 2003
Guitarskole.
DADGAD Blues - ROB MACKILLOP 2016-08-02
Rob MacKillop presents 20 wonderful fingerstyle
blues arrangements andcompositions in
DADGAD tuning. The styles covered in this book
include country blues, boogie woogie left-hand
piano blues, early jazz blues, gut-bucket blues
and modal blues. Great traditional songs are
included such as St. James Infirmary Blues, St.
Louis Blues, C. C. Rider and more, alongside 15
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full-length studies. The book begins with easy
arrangements, progressing to intermediate and
more advanced ones - in short, these blues
studies will improve your technique through
playable 12-bar tunes. A wide array of chord and
scale fingerings are also provided, including
pentatonic minor and major scales, blues scales,
diminished arpeggios and scales, 7th chords,
whole-tone scales and the super Locrian mode
and much more! All the tunes presented have
accompanying audio recorded by Rob MacKillop
and are available to download
100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar - Joseph
Alexander 2017-10-31
100 Classic Rock Licks for Guitar goes way
beyond every other 'boring' lick book, and
teaches you 100 essential rock guitar licks in the
style of the world's 20 greatest rock guitarists....
Burning Blues Guitar - Kirk Fletcher
2015-10-01
(Guitar Educational). Delve deep into the blues
with celebrated guitarist Kirk Fletcher in this
blues-guitar-licks

instructional video and book pack. The video
lessons cover a variety of rhythm and lead blues
guitar styles and concepts, with loads of licks,
riffs, solos and more. The accompanying book
features note-for-note transcriptions of every
video example in easy-to-read rhythm tab
notation. It's time to take your blues guitar skills
to the next level! Topics covered include: Texas
blues * Chicago blues * West Coast Jump * funky
blues * slow blues * rock and roll * soloing
concepts * licks, phrases, techniques * blues
chords, doublestops, turnarounds * scale
applications * much more.
Blues Soloing Strategies for Guitar - Wayne
Riker 2011
Blues Soloing Strategies for Guitar is a study of
essential and innovative approaches to blues
improvisation. It features 16 full-length solos
broken down and discussed in detail, covering
everything from blues form to soloing structure
and technique. Many blues solo styles, including
Chicago, Delta, rock, funk, jump, jazz, and
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minor, are analyzed rhythmically, harmonically,
and emotionally to help you learn how to create
your own strong musical statement. This book
takes an intelligent and thorough approach to
shed new light on blues guitar soloing and
provides you with fresh strategies to apply to
your own playing. A CD demonstrating all the
examples in the book and for playing along is
included.
Play like Stevie Ray Vaughan - Andy Aledort
2015-09-01
(Play Like). Study the trademark songs, licks,
tones and techniques that made Stevie Ray
Vaughan a legend. Each book comes with a
unique code that will give you access to audio
files of all the music in the book online. This
pack looks at 15 of Vaughan's most influential
songs including: Couldn't Stand the Weather *
Honey Bee * Love Struck Baby * Pride and Joy *
Scuttle Buttin' * Texas Flood * Tightrope * and
more.
Play Blues Guitar in 14 Days: Daily Lessons
blues-guitar-licks

for Learning Blues Rhythm and Lead Guitar
in Just Two Weeks! - Troy Nelson 2018-09-10
Learn the tools to be a blues guitarist in just two
weeks! Play Blues Guitar in 14 Days is focused
on teaching you everything you need to begin
playing the blues with another guitarist or
singer, in a group setting, or even just for fun.
Play Blues Guitar in 14 Days has something for
everyone: chords, riffs, scales, techniques, lead
licks, turnarounds, and much more! If you
Guitar All-in-One For Dummies - Mark Phillips
2020-10-08
A one-stop resource to the essentials of owning
and playing the guitar If you’ve just bought a
guitar, or you’ve had one for a while, you
probably know it takes some time and effort to
learn how to play the popular instrument.
There’s so much to know about owning,
maintaining, and playing a guitar. Where do you
even begin? In Guitar All-in-One For Dummies, a
team of expert guitarists and music teachers
shows you the essentials you need to know about
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owning and playing a guitar. From picking your
first notes to exploring music theory and
composition, maintaining your gear, and diving
into the specifics of genres like blues and rock,
this book is a comprehensive and practical
goldmine of indispensable info. Created for the
budding guitarist who wants all their lessons
and advice in one place, the book will show you
how to: Maintain, tune, and string your guitar,
as well as decipher music notation and guitar
tablature Understand guitar theory, sounds and
techniques to help you learn new songs and add
your style to classic tunes Practice several
popular genres of guitar music, including blues,
rock, and classical Access accompanying online
video and audio instructional resources that
demonstrate the lessons you find in the book
Perfect for guitar players at any skill level,
Guitar All-in-One For Dummies is a must-have
resource for anyone who wants to get the most
out of their own guitar and make great music.
Blues Soloing for Guitar, Volume 1: Blues
blues-guitar-licks

Basics - James Shipway 2020-04-08
Blues Soloing For Guitar, Volume 1: Blues Basics
Play like Freddie King - Dave Rubin 2016-06-01
(Play Like). Study the trademark songs, licks,
tones, and techniques of blues guitar royal,
Freddie King. This comprehensive book and
audio teaching method provides detailed
analysis of King's gear, tone, techniques, styles,
songs, licks, riffs, and much more. You'll learn
everything you need to know about Freddie's
legendary guitar playing, from his early '60s
guitar instrumental hits to his '70s blues-funk
excursions and beyond. The book includes
access to audio tracks online, for download or
streaming, using the unique code inside the
book! Including PLAYBACK+, a multi-functional
audio player that allows you to slow down audio
without changing pitch set loop points, change
keys, pan left or right. Songs include: Going
Down * I'm Tore Down * Remington Ride * SanHo-Zay * The Stumble * and more.
101 Must-Know Blues Licks - Wolf Marshall
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1999
Guitarlicks.
The Caged System and 100 Licks for Blues
Guitar - Joseph Alexander 2012
Guitar Licks of the Texas Blues-rock Heroes
- Jesse Gress 2006
"Guitar Licks of the Texas Blues-Rock Heroes"
details the solo styles of the legendary Lone Star
State guitarists. Complete with essential stylistic
details that make the music come alive, this
volume contains 100 licks in the authentic styles
of Stevie Ray Vaughan, Billy Gibbons, Johnny
Winter, T-Bone Walker, Lightnin' Hopkins,
Freddie King, Jimmie Vaughan, Eric Johnson,
and more. Each lick has its own mini-lesson and
is performed by the author at half and full tempo
on the accompanying CD.
Blues Licks Encyclopedia - Wayne Riker 1999-11
Over 300 guitar licks licks, intros and
turnarounds in delta, Chicago, Texas, rock,
country, swing, minor and slide blues styles.
blues-guitar-licks

includes sections on how to read music, blues
techniques and a handy table of scales.
Everything is shown in easy-to-read standard
music notation and TAB. The CD includes a
demonstration of all the licks.
The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar Book Marc Schonbrun 2003-08-01
Have you ever dreamed of playing lead guitar
like John Lee Hooker, Carlos Santana, Jimmy
Page, Slash, and Eric Clapton? Perhaps you took
a few lessons, but became frustrated and gave
up. If so, The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar
Book is for you. With easy-to-understand
instruction, The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar
Book provides you with everything you need to
play all your favorite songs. You will learn the
scales and chords found in all rock and blues
songs, and master the unique techniques that
define them. The Everything Rock & Blues
Guitar Book also includes professional tips on:
Inflection and phrasing Chord progression
Alternate tuning, harmonics, and slide playing
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Transcription and ear training Equipment, such
as electric guitars, straps, amplifiers, strings,
and pedals Written in plain English by longtime
professional guitarist and instructor Marc
Schonbrun, The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar
Book shows you how to play with your head as
well as your hands.
Blues Guitar - B. B. (COP) King 1993-10-01
Guitar Tips brings together some of the world's
greatest guitarists, each providing his own
insights on music and the guitar. Blues Guitar
features B.B. King, Albert Collins, Robben Ford
and Keith Wyatt, each demonstrating their
distinct approach to playing the blues. They also
explain some of the techniques that make their
style so identifiable. Hosted by Keith Wyatt. (52
min.)
Blues Guitar Lessons - Licks LearnToPlayMusic.com 2014-05-19
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy
blues guitar lessons. ***Comes with online
access to free audio demonstrating all examples.
blues-guitar-licks

Hear how each one is played by a teacher, then
play along with the backing band.*** "This is a
great book for beginners and intermediates. It
explains the music theory needed and a variety
of techniques from strumming to picking,
enabling you to become fully competent in
playing the Guitar." - Natasha Stephens [Amazon
UK] Progressive Blues Guitar Licks contains all
you need to know to start learning to be a great
blues guitar player - in one easy-to-follow,
lesson-by-lesson blues guitar tutorial. Suitable
for all ages and all types of guitars including
acoustic guitar and electric guitar. Basic
knowledge of how to read music and playing the
guitar is required to teach yourself to learn to
play guitar from this book. Teach yourself: •
How to play acoustic guitar licks and electric
guitar licks • How to play guitar licks using
pentatonic scales and blues scales in various
forms over the entire fretboard • All the
fundamental techniques of blues guitar playing
including hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides, bends,
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release bends, slight bends, vibrato, muting,
rakes, trills, tremolos and trail offs • Guitar
theory for learning how to read guitar music and
how to read guitar tabs • Blues guitar tips and
guitar tricks that every player should know when
learning guitar • Shortcuts for how to learn
guitar fast by getting the most from guitar
practice sessions Contains everything you need
to know to learn to play the guitar today.
Features include: • Progressive step-by-step
easy guitar lessons written by a professional
blues guitar teacher • Full color photos and
diagrams • Easy-to-read blues guitar music for
beginners, easy blues guitar tabs for beginners
and blues guitar chord symbols for
accompaniment • 120 blues guitar exercises,
blues guitar licks, blues guitar solos and popular
easy blues guitar songs for beginners in blues
guitar styles Beginner guitar lessons have never
been this easy for anyone who wants to learn
how to play the guitar, fast.
LearnToPlayMusic.com's blues guitar lessons
blues-guitar-licks

are used by students and guitar teachers
worldwide to learn how to play guitar. For over
30 years, our team of professional authors,
composers and musicians have crafted guitar
lesson books that are a cut above the rest. We
offer a huge selection of music instruction books
that cover many different instruments and styles
in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded the
'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the
standard for quality music education resources.
300 Blues, Rock and Jazz Licks for Guitar Joseph Alexander 2019-04-28
300 Blues, Rock and Jazz Licks for Guitar goes
way beyond every other 'boring' lick book, and
teaches you 300 essential guitar licks in the style
of the world's 60 greatest rock guitarists...
101 Red Hot Jazz-Blues Guitar Licks & Solos
- LARRY MCCABE 2015-09-04
This book/audio set teaches the art of playing
jazz-tinged blues phrases and solos over the
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modern chord progressions associated with
'jazzy,' uptown blues. Ideal for any lead guitarist
who wants to advance from pentatonic blues
playing to more complex, hip soloing conceps,
the goldmine of licks showcased here will take
your ears and fingers to new places. Every lick
and solo from the book is recorded note-for-note
at a moderate tempo on the companion audio.
All in standard notation and tablature. Access to
online audio
100 Killer Licks And Chops For Blues Guitar
- Phil Capone 2009-03-23
This hardcover book with internal wire-o binding
is 6.5in x 8in, a perfect size for readers to keep
handy. The binding allows it to lie open flat for
easy reference during practice. The stylish
design of the book, along with the interior
photographs, illustrations and diagrams, make
the learning process simple and fun for
beginners and enthusiasts alike. Chapters
describe licks in all styles of Blues rock: Delta,
Chicago, British, BB King, Eric Clapton, Muddy
blues-guitar-licks

Waters, Jimi Hendrix, and Stevie Ray Vaughan.
By reading this book and using the CD, you're
not just getting one player's approach to the
blues, you're getting a complete schooling in
blues improvisation. Read the book, learn your
favorites, and slay them in the aisles! Here are
100 classic blues licks and chops, perfectly
transcribed, in every key and every mode, over
all the most important progressions. Comes
complete with a CD, so you can first hear the
lick, then play it back yourself over a
professional backing track.
50 Bass Guitar Blues Licks - Duane Murray
2019-08-09
Includes an introduction to blues progression
notation and construction and 50 bass guitar
blues licks and riffs designed to enhance your
knowledge of the blues playing style. There is a
variety of bass blues licks and riffs that are easy
enough for beginners and challenging enough
for intermediate to advanced players. Each lick
is written using bass tablature and standard
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musical notation allowing players of all levels to
quickly learn and master them. The ability to
read sheet music is not required, but is available
if you prefer to learn using standard musical
notation. Beginning, intermediate and advanced
bass players alike will obtain a library of
exclusive fingering patterns to add to their
growing vocabulary of bass guitar licks. Add
these new bass licks to your arsenal today!
The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar Book Marc Schonbrun 2003-08-01
Text and audio instruction that will have you
playing solos in no time! Have you ever dreamed
of playing lead guitar like John Lee Hooker,
Carlos Santana, Jimmy Page, Slash, and Eric
Clapton? Perhaps you took a few lessons, but
became frustrated and gave up. If so, The
Everything Rock & Blues Guitar Book is for you.
With easy-to-understand text and audio
instruction, The Everything Rock & Blues Guitar
Book provides you with everything you need to
play all your favorite songs. You will learn the
blues-guitar-licks

scales and chords found in all rock and blues
songs, and master the unique techniques that
define them. Frequent practice exercises allow
you to put your knowledge to work, while the
audio examples help train your ear. The
Everything Rock & Blues Guitar Book also
includes professional tips on: Inflection and
phrasing Chord progression Alternate tuning,
harmonics, and slide playing Transcription and
ear training Equipment, such as electric guitars,
straps, amplifiers, strings, and pedals Written in
plain English by longtime professional guitarist
and instructor Marc Schonbrun, The Everything
Rock & Blues Guitar Book shows you how to play
with your head as well as your hands.
10 Easy Lessons Blues Guitar Licks - Peter
Gelling 2004-02-01
Features a wide variety of Licks and Solos
incorporating styles and techniques used by the
world's greatest Blues players. Licks are set out
in a progressive manner to assist Blues guitar
players of all levels. Styles include shuffles,
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traditional slow Blues etc.
Blues Guitar Lessons for Beginners LearnToPlayMusic.com 2014-04-29
Teach yourself how to play guitar with our easy
blues guitar lessons for beginners. ***Comes
with online access to free audio demonstrating
all examples. Hear how each one is played by a
teacher, then play along with the backing
band.*** "This is a great book for beginners and
intermediates. It explains the music theory
needed and and a variety of techniques from
strumming to picking enabling you to become
fully competent in playing the guitar." - Natasha
Stephens [Amazon UK] Progressive Beginner
Blues Guitar contains all you need to know to
start learning to be a great blues guitar player in one easy-to-follow, lesson-by-lesson blues
guitar tutorial. Suitable for all ages and all types
of guitars including electric guitar and acoustic
guitar. No prior knowledge of how to read music
or playing the guitar is required to teach
yourself to learn to play guitar from this book.
blues-guitar-licks

Teach yourself: • How to play electric guitar and
how to play acoustic guitar • How to play blues
guitar chords and blues rhythm guitar
strumming patterns • How to play blues guitar
notes and blues guitar scales used in blues lead
guitar solos, riffs and licks • All the important
lead guitar scales and techniques used by all
blues guitarists • Practical guitar theory for
learning how to read blues guitar music for
beginners and how to read blues guitar tabs for
beginners • How to tune a guitar • Blues guitar
tips and blues guitar tricks that every player
should know when learning guitar • Shortcuts
for how to teach yourself to play blues guitar the
fastest possible way by getting the most from
guitar practice sessions Contains everything you
need to know to learn to play the guitar today.
Features include: • Progressive step-by-step
easy guitar lessons written by a professional
blues guitar teacher • Easy-to-read blues guitar
music for beginners, guitar chords for beginners
and easy guitar tabs for beginners • Full color
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photos and diagrams • 110+ great sounding
blues guitar exercises, blues guitar chord
progressions, blues guitar riffs, blues guitar licks
and blues guitar solos used by today’s best blues
and roots guitarists • Jam along band backing
tracks for practicing your blues guitar
improvisation Beginner guitar lessons have
never been this easy for anyone who wants to
learn how to play the guitar, fast.
LearnToPlayMusic.com's blues guitar lessons for
beginners are used by students and guitar
teachers worldwide to learn how to play guitar.
For over 30 years, our team of professional
authors, composers and musicians have crafted
guitar lesson books that are a cut above the rest.
We offer a huge selection of music instruction
books that cover many different instruments and
styles in print, eBook and app formats. Awarded
the 'Quality Excellence Design' (QED) seal of
approval for eBook innovation,
LearnToPlayMusic.com continues to set the
standard for quality music education resources.
blues-guitar-licks

100 Classic Blues Licks for Guitar - Joseph
Alexander 2018-12-13
100 Classic Blues Licks for Guitar goes way
beyond every other 'boring' lick book, and
teaches you 100 essential blues guitar licks in
the style of the world's 20 greatest blues
guitarists....
The Caged System and 100 Licks for Blues
Guitar - JOSEPH ALEXANDER. 2013-12-15
Whether you want a complete method to learn
blues guitar or just a set of 100 excellent blues
guitar licks, this book has you covered. Most
guitarists stay locked into the same patterns and
scale shapes for years, unable to break out of the
habits and licks they first learnt as a beginner.
This leads to creative stagnation, boring solos
and a sense that something will always be
missing from their playing.
100 Slide Licks For Blues Guitar - Levi Clay
2020-01-06
Along with extensive biographies, the musical
style and language of the 20 greatest slide guitar
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players is discussed and analyzed, and 5
defining, "in the style of" licks for each player
are broken down note by note.
100 Essential Blues Guitar Intros - Stuart
Ryan 2021-09-21
Master 100 Essential Blues Guitar Intro Licks &
The Language of the Greatest Blues Guitar
Players Play intros in the style of the greatest
classic blues guitarists Master 5 genre-defining
guitar intro licks for each player Combine and
personalize guitar intros into your own unique
style Get creative jamming over original backing
tracks Discover extensive biographies and
essential discographies for every player Audio,
Standard Notation and Tab 100 Essential Blues
Guitar Intros Are you struggling to begin and
end blues guitar tracks in the right way? Do you
need a complete theoretical and technical
breakdown of powerful blues guitar phrases? Do
you want to develop a never-ending arsenal of
authentic blues guitar intros? 100 Essential
Blues Guitar Intros goes way beyond every other
blues-guitar-licks

boring lick book and teaches you 100 essential
intro guitar licks in the style of the world's
greatest blues guitarists.... Here's What You Get:
100 classic blues guitar intros that teach the
language of iconic guitar legends. Playing advice
and a breakdown of every lick, from fingering to
performance notes. 40 Backing tracks to make
the music come alive while you develop your
chops. Perfectly notated examples with tab and
studio-quality audio to download for free. Bonus
One: Essential discography for every player.
Bonus Two: Tips on phrasing, articulation and
how to make each lick your own. Go Way Beyond
"Traditional" Guitar Lick Books 100 Essential
Blues Guitar Intros is different to every other
blues guitar book available. It's not simply a cold
list of licks, it's a breakdown of the playing styles
of the world's most important blues guitarists.
You won't just copy lines verbatim, you'll
internalize the language of the blues guitar
masters and incorporate it into your everyday
playing. Along with extensive biographies and
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equipment advice, the musical style and
language of the greatest blues guitar players is
discussed and analyzed with 5 defining, "in the
style of" intros for each legend broken down
note by note. Learn Blues Guitar Intros in the
Style of: Elmore James Albert King B.B. King
Freddie King Kenny Wayne Shepherd Buddy Guy
Jimi Hendrix John Mayer Jeff Beck Eric Clapton
Gary Moore Robben Ford Stevie Ray Vaughan
Joe Bonamassa Robert Cray Larry Carlton
Classic Blues Guitar Licks - Rikky Rooksby
1999-04
(Music Sales America). This exciting series of
instrumental instruction books includes
complete music plus easy-to-follow instructions,
tips and advice. The accompanying CDs allow
you to listen and play along to the matching
audio tracks. These user-friendly book/CD packs

blues-guitar-licks

provide riffs, licks, chords & tricks you can learn
now , and easily incorporate into your own
playing style! This volume allows you to play
along to the matching CD and discover the
secrets of authentic blues lead guitar playing.
Includes information on blues, slides, pull-offs
and hammer-ons, solos, turnarounds and
genuine blues licks and authentic blues guitar
phrases and scales.
101 Must-Know Rock Licks - 2001
(Guitar Educational). Now you can add authentic
rock licks to your vocabulary. Here are 101
definitive phrases, plus a demonstration CD,
from every major rock guitar era, neatly
organized into easy-to-use categories. They're all
here! Includes licks from the Early Rock era, and
the '60s through the '90s, plus a listing of
suggested recordings.
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